
2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments

0199*251 Music Education Methods I Classroom Instruments: Encompassing the pedagogical principles and practices 
of Zoltan Kodaly’s vision and philosophy for music education grades K-12, students learn the teaching 
process and skills necessary to integrate the guitar, lap dulcimer, autoharp, percussion, Orff 
Instrumentarium, and other appropriate instruments into music teaching.

25

•Professional Dispositions Assessment

0199*350 Music Education Methods I I Elementary:  Encompassing the pedagogical principles and practices of Zoltan 
Kodaly’s vision and philosophy for music education grades K-6, students are provided with the background, 
knowledge, teaching processes and skills necessary to plan, develop curriculum for, implement, and evaluate 
the elementary school music program.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan

0199*351 Music Education Methods I I I Secondary:  Encompassing the pedagogical principles and practices of Zoltan 
Kodaly’s vision and philosophy for music education grades 7-12, students are provided with the background, 
knowledge, teaching processes and skills necessary to plan, develop curriculum for, implement, and evaluate 
the secondary school music program.

25
•Professional Dispositions Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan

0836*305 The Child with Special Needs:  Introduction to students with special needs and a historical perspective on 
special education. Topics include teaching resources, family involvement, referral and identification 
processes and Individual Education Plans. 

25 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Disability Awareness; 
Observation Report

0802*602 Reading-Writing Connections:  Study the relationship between writing and reading and spoken language. 
Learn to assess literacy abilities in children and build on the knowledge they bring with them to school. 
Research based practices are explored as you learn to support parents and children in their journey to 
becoming readers, writers and thinkers.

10

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0802*603 Literacy in the Middle & Secondary Schools: Examine issues of literacy in different subject areas and the 
varied demands on readers and writers as the range of literate activities changes according to context. This 
course will enable in-service teachers and literacy specialists to improve the literacy of students in the middle 
and secondary schools.

10

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0802*750 Assessing & Addressing Literacy Needs I:This course will concentrate on assessment of reading and writing 
ability with the purpose of enhancing literacy instruction for all learners. Both formal and informal 
assessment strategies will be examined. Students will work with individuals at various ages who are 
struggling readers and writers.

10

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0802*751 Assessing & Addressing Literacy Needs II: Candidates address literacy needs of students who struggle with 
reading and writing to promote literacy growth. Course emphasizes best instructional practices for a diverse 
group of students and also includes interpreting assessment data, integrating foundational knowledge, and 
preparing professional reports.

10

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0802*753

Practicum in Literacy I: This two-course sequence (ELY 753/ELY 754) consists of supervised application of 
diagnostic and interventional techniques in the Literacy Center on campus. Candidates apply and interpret 
assessment strategies to individualize instruction for struggling readers/writers. Elementary and/or 
secondary experiences are available.

34 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Literacy Profile-written 
report
•KA4:  Assessment of Student Teaching/Observation of 
Teaching; Instructional Rubric; Pathwise
•KA7:  Additional Assessment/Collaboration Project on 
Diversity Practices  

0802*754

Practicum in Literacy II: The second of a two-part sequence of supervised instruction for struggling readers 
and writers, this practicum is held in a local school district, providing tutorial experience in a diverse setting.

26 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Literacy Profile-written 
report
•KA4:  Assessment of Student Teaching/Observation of 
Teaching; Instructional Rubric; Pathwise
•KA7:  Collaboration Project on Diversity Practices
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments
0803*203

Introduction to Art and Design Education:  Gain an orientation to the field of art education through 
examining the role of the arts within the broader context of the history and philosophy of education. Explore 
the role of artistic experience within early childhood, childhood, and adolescent education.

25 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/GPA in Art and Art History
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Philosophy of Art 
Education

0836*305 The Child with Special Needs:  Introduction to students with special needs and a historical perspective on 
special education. Topics include teaching resources, family involvement, referral and identification 
processes and Individual Education Plans. 

25 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Disability Awareness; 
Observation Report

0803*510
Instruction and Assessment in the Visual Arts:  Develop appropriate lesson plans in a variety of visual arts 
media for grades K-12. Engage in topics such as assessment and the New York State Learning Standards in 
the Arts. Students are required to complete 50 hours of fieldwork in Pre-K-12 settings.

50

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Curriculum Unit

0803-509
Artistic Development and Creative Growth:  Examine artistic development with an emphasis on how sound 
art education can support, enrich, and nurture cognitive, emotional, and social development, and enhance 
general educational practice. 

25 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/GPA
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Newslett on Artistic 
Development & Learning and 1 Lesson Plan

0803*510 Instruction and Assessment in The Visual Arts:  Create developmentally appropriate lesson plans in a variety 
of visual arts media for grades Pre-K-12. Topics such as assessment and the New York State Learning 
Standards in the Arts will be addressed. 

50
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Curriculum Unit

Managing Inclusive Environments:  Designed to introduce secondary teacher candidates to the legal and 
structural changes in the current educational landscape that permit the accommodation of students with 
special needs in general education classrooms and to study classroom management options that maximize 
learning and minimize distractions in inclusive secondary classrooms

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

Introduction to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Juanita Pope Case Study

0810*600
Introduction to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Juanita Pope Case Study

0893*509 Artistic Development and Creative Growth: Examine artistic development with an emphasis on how sound 
art education can support, enrich, and nurture cognitive, emotional, and social development, and enhance 
general educational practice.

25 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/GPA
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Newsletter on Artistic 
Development & Learning and 1 Lesson Plan

0893*503 Exploring the Arts Series:  Educational Theatre:  By linking content and pedagogy, participants will 
experience how educational theater enlivens curriculum and instruction. Students will participate in story 
dramatization, improvisation, directing, script writing, and reader’s theater techniques. They will explore the 
history of acting and the theater and apply educational theater strategies to different content areas.

25

•KA2:  Content Knowledge/GPA

0893*511 Exploring the Arts:  Drama for Children with Special Needs:  Students will explore the rich potential of 
creative drama as an educational method for students with disabilities. They will examine special education 
terms and classifications within the context of drama for inclusive classrooms. Twenty-five field hours in an 
inclusive classroom are required.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0810*600 or 
0810*560
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments

0804*500 Foundations of Bilingual & Multicultural Education:  Study philosophical, sociological, and historical 
perspectives on bilingual and multicultural education.  Learn about multilingual program models, bilingual 
special education, educational equity, and community involvement.  Examine from a case study perspective 
legal mandates that have an impact on bilingual and multicultural education.  

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA7:  Additional Assessment/Field Observation 
Experience

0804*501 TESOL I:  Developing Literacy Skills in the ESL Classroom:  Study the theory and principles of teaching English 
as a second language through the knowledge of the various language arts and literacy skills.  Design 
curriculum that meet State and National standards, but also reflects an understanding of the specific 
challenges of diverse ESL classrooms. 

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0804*602 TESOL II:  Developing Literacy & Tech Skills in Content Areas:  Examine current theories that guide method, 
material, and assessment design for teaching English as a second language through content area instruction, 
P-12, to diverse students.  Learn about the development of literacy and technology skills across the 
curriculum.  Design curriculum that meet State and National ESL standards

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Content Based ESL Unit

0810*600 Introduction to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge:  Juanita Pope Case Study

0810*600 Introduction to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/  Juanita Pope Case Study

0802*625 Approaches to Literacy in Childhood Education:  An introduction to curriculum and pedagogy in literacy 
education. Learn about the meanings of literacy, and explore current learning theories. Study the ways in 
which readers actively construct meaning through the use of multiple cueing systems, reading as a 
'transaction’ and literacy as a social practice.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0807*700
Social Studies and Critical Literacy in Childhood Education:  This course addresses social studies education 
for children, engaging students in the reflective exploration of interdisciplinary study in the social sciences 
disciplines through the framework of critical literacy and pedagogy. Highlighting multicultural, equity, and 
ethical issues, students are challenged to create curriculum for compassion and social justice.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan/Candidate 
Work Sample:  Planning Indicators

0807*710 Math and Tech in Childhood Ed:  This course addresses the development of mathematical thought through 
the interrelationships of pedagogy, mathematical content and children’s development for teaching in grades 
1-6. Professional standards, resources, equity issues and mathematics across content areas are addressed as 
well as data collection probes and graphing packages.

25
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan/Candidate 
Work Sample:  Planning Indicators

0807*720 Sci and Tech in Childhood Ed:  This course familiarizes students with a constructivist and critical pedagogical 
perspective toward science and technological applications for grades 1-6. Informal science settings will also 
be introduced to offer resources for an eclectic learning experience. Interdisciplinary approaches across 
content areas will be explored. Field hours required.

25
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan/Candidate 
Work Sample:  Planning Indicators
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments

0810*560 Managing Inclusive Environments:  Designed to introduce secondary teacher candidates to the legal and 
structural changes in the current educational landscape that permit the accommodation of students with 
special needs in general education classrooms and to study classroom management options that maximize 
learning and minimize distractions in inclusive secondary classrooms

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0809*603 The Adolescent Experience:  Examine the many dimensions of the adolescent experience. Development of 
adolescent gender, sexuality, intellectual, ethical growth, political, and social development are examined. 
Adolescent subjectivity is explored, with particular reference to use of popular culture and the construction 
of adolescence in popular media.

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0809*511 Instruction and Assessment in English Education:  Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to New 
York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
English. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess students 
from different backgrounds and special needs.

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/ELA Curriculum

0809*611 Teaching Writing in the Sec Inclusive Classroom:  This course explores the teaching of writing through a 
writer’s workshop format. Topics addressed will include socio-cultural issues of language usage, composition 
theory and pedagogy, and teaching writing in context. Differentiation for special needs and second language 
learners is a focus.

25

•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Writing Portfolio

0809*513 Instruction and Assessment in Mathematics Education Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to 
New York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
mathematics. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess 
students from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0809*613
Teaching Math in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom:  Explore the 7-12 mathematics curricula with the 
assistance of local master teachers. Learn and interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching 
examples and demonstrations. The content areas of number concepts, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
data and statistics will be covered.

25
•KA7:  Additional Assessment/Conceptual & Analyzing 
student mathematical thinking
•KA8:  Additional Assessment/Planning with mathematics--
specific technology and instructional tools

0809*517
Instruction & Assessment in Science Education:Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to New 
York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
science. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess students 
from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Two-week PBL-style unit 
framed both by a social issue related to science and an 
interdisciplnary (i.e. STEP or multiple-science) context

0809*617 Teaching Science in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom: Explore high school science curricula with the 
assistance of local master teachers. Learn to interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching 
examples and demonstrations. The content areas of earth science, biology, chemistry, physics and informal 
science learning/museum education will be utilized.

25 •KA4:  Assessment of Student Teaching/Safety/ethics 
quiz/student handout safety instructions, OSHA field-site 
evalutaion/remeidal action, observation/analysis of field-
site class in lesson using living organisms

0809*518 Instruction & Assessment in Social Studies Education:Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to 
New York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
Social Science. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess 
students from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Lesson Plan

0809*618
Teaching Social Studies in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom: Explore the 7-12 social studies curricula with 
the assistance of local master teachers. Interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching examples 
and demonstrations. The content areas of world history and geography, United States history and 
government, participation in government, economics, and law-related education will be covered.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan

Program
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments
0810*600

Introduction to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessent
KA2/Juanita Pope Case Study

0810*710 Classroom Management: Designed to: (1) define, specify, and measure behaviors recognized as necessary in 
the special child’s repertoire; (2) equip teachers with behavior change principles; (3) provide a humanistic 
behavior modification approach and; (4) give practice in application of learning principles in effecting 
beneficial change to student’s academic study and social behaviors.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0810*720 Formal and Informal Methods of Assessment:  This course provides a critical overview of different methods 
of educational assessment, focusing on the uses, strengths and weaknesses of each approach. The course is 
designed to help teachers become knowledgeable consumers of assessment as well as to choose and use 
specific assessments appropriate for their discipline and students.

25
•KA7:  Additional Assessment/Diagnostic Assessment 
Report

0810*741 Childhood Science Education for Students with Special Needs:  Students will learn to teach inquiry-based 
science to students with special needs. Students will explore differentiation and inclusive practices to enrich 
the learning experience for students with special needs both in mainstream and special education 
classrooms.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0810*750
Methods of Instruction:  Study current methods of teaching students within full range of disabilities and 
employs both direct instruction and role simulation. Learn effective methods for teaching all learners, for 
developing cognitive skills and developing cognitive skills and developing positive social skills

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Individualized Educational 
Plan

0807*700 Social Studies and Critical Literacy in Childhood Education:  This course addresses social studies education 
for children, engaging students in the reflective exploration of interdisciplinary study in the social sciences 
disciplines through the framework of critical literacy and pedagogy. Highlighting multicultural, equity, and 
ethical issues, students are challenged to create curriculum for compassion and social justice.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan/Candidate 
Work Sample:  Planning Indicators

0802*625 Approaches to Literacy in Childhood Education:  An introduction to curriculum and pedagogy in literacy 
education. Learn about the meanings of literacy, and explore current learning theories. Study the ways in 
which readers actively construct meaning through the use of multiple cueing systems, reading asa 
'transaction’ and literacy as a social practice.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0802*630 Literacy for the Exceptional Child:  An introduction to diagnosing, identifying and meeting the literacy needs 
of exceptional children as well as learning about the literacy programs being used with special populations. 
Candidates will profile the literacy needs of a special needs child and design an individualized literacy 
program for that child.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments
0810*600

Introduction to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Juanita Pope Case Study

0809*603 The Adolescent Experience:  Examine the many dimensions of the adolescent experience. Development of 
adolescent gender, sexuality, intellectual, ethical growth, political, and social development are examined. 
Adolescent subjectivity is explored, with particular reference to use of popular culture and the construction 
of adolescence in popular media.

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0810*710 Classroom Management:  Designed to: (1) define, specify, and measure behaviors recognized as necessary in 
the special child’s repertoire; (2) equip teachers with behavior change principles; (3) provide a humanistic 
behavior modification approach and; (4) give practice in application of learning principles in effecting 
beneficial change to student’s academic study and social behaviors.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0810*720 Formal and Informal Methods of Assessment:  This course provides a critical overview of different methods 
of educational assessment, focusing on the uses, strengths and weaknesses of each approach. The course is 
designed to help teachers become knowledgeable consumers of assessment as well as to choose and use 
specific assessments appropriate for their discipline and students.

25
•KA7:  Additional Assessment/Diagnostic Assessment 
Report

0810*750
Methods of Instruction:  Study current methods of teaching students within full range of disabilities and 
employs both direct instruction and role simulation. Learn effective methods for teaching all learners, for 
developing cognitive skills and developing cognitive skills and developing positive social skills

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Individualized Educational 
Plan

0809*511 Instruction and Assessment in English Education:  Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to New 
York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
English. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess students 
from different backgrounds and special needs.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/ELA Curriculum

0809*611 Teaching Writing in the Sec Inclusive Classroom:  This course explores the teaching of writing through a 
writer’s workshop format. Topics addressed will include socio-cultural issues of language usage, composition 
theory and pedagogy, and teaching writing in context. Differentiation for special needs and second language 
learners is a focus.

25

•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Writing Portfolio

0809*513 Instruction and Assessment in Mathematics Education Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to 
New York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
mathematics. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess 
students from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0809*613 Teaching Math in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom:  Explore the 7-12 mathematics curricula with the 
assistance of local master teachers. Learn and interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching 
examples and demonstrations. The content areas of number concepts, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
data and statistics will be covered.

25 •KA7:  Additional Assessment/Conceptual & Analyzing 
student mathematical thinking
•KA8:  Additional Assessment/Planning with mathematics--
specific technology and instructional tools

0809*517
Instruction & Assessment in Science Education:Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to New 
York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
science. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess students 
from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Two-week PBL-style unit 
framed both by a social issue related to science and an 
interdisciplnary (i.e. STEP or multiple-science) context

0809*617 Teaching Science in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom: Explore high school science curricula with the 
assistance of local master teachers. Learn to interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching 
examples and demonstrations. The content areas of earth science, biology, chemistry, physics and informal 
science learning/museum education will be utilized.

25 •KA4:  Assessment of Student Teaching/Safety/ethics 
quiz/student handout safety instructions, OSHA field-site 
evalutaion/remeidal action, observation/analysis of field-
site class in lesson using living organisms

0809*518 Instruction & Assessment in Social Studies Education:Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to 
New York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
Social Science. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess 
students from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Lesson Plan

0809*618
Teaching Social Studies in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom: Explore the 7-12 social studies curricula with 
the assistance of local master teachers. Interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching examples 
and demonstrations. The content areas of world history and geography, United States history and 
government, participation in government, economics, and law-related education will be covered.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments

Foundations of Bilingual & Multicultural Education:  Study philosophical, sociological, and historical 
perspectives on bilingual and multicultural education.  Learn about multilingual program models, bilingual 
special education, educational equity, and community involvement.  Examine from a case study perspective 
legal mandates that have an impact on bilingual and multicultural education.  

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA7:  Additional Assessment/Field Observation 
Experience

Foundations of Bilingual Special Education:  Study the philosophical, sociological, (socio-) linguistic, political, 
legal, and historical perspectives on bilingual education including bilingual special education. Review relevant 
theories of second language acquisition with their appropriate classroom application.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0804*501 TESOL I:  Developing Literacy Skills in the ESL Classroom:  Study the theory and principles of teaching English 
as a second language through the knowledge of the various language arts and literacy skills.  Design 
curriculum that meet State and National standards, but also reflects an understanding of the specific 
challenges of diverse ESL classrooms. 

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0810*600 Introduction to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Juanita Pope Case Study

0810*710 Classroom Management:  Designed to: (1) define, specify, and measure behaviors recognized as necessary in 
the special child’s repertoire; (2) equip teachers with behavior change principles; (3) provide a humanistic 
behavior modification approach and; (4) give practice in application of learning principles in effecting 
beneficial change to student’s academic study and social behaviors.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0810*741 Childhood Science Education for Students with Special Needs:  Students will learn to teach inquiry-based 
science to students with special needs. Students will explore differentiation and inclusive practices to enrich 
the learning experience for students with special needs both in mainstream and special education 
classrooms.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0807*700
Social Studies and Critical Literacy in Childhood Education:  This course addresses social studies education 
for children, engaging students in the reflective exploration of interdisciplinary study in the social sciences 
disciplines through the framework of critical literacy and pedagogy. Highlighting multicultural, equity, and 
ethical issues, students are challenged to create curriculum for compassion and social justice.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan/Candidate 
Work Sample:  Planning Indicators

0810*750 Methods of Instruction:  Study current methods of teaching students within full range of disabilities and 
employs both direct instruction and role simulation. Learn effective methods for teaching all learners, for 
developing cognitive skills and developing positive social skills.

25 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Individualized Educational 
Plan

0802*635 Literacy for the Bilingual Exceptional Child: Teacher candidates will create appropriate literacy goals and 
strategies for the bilingual exceptional child in various developmental stages and levels of language 
proficiency. Candidates will examine theories and methods of instruction in reading and writing that can be 
implemented to address the needs of bilingual students with special needs.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments
0810*600

Introducation to Special Education:  Course provides educators with awareness of special education, 
exceptional learners, special educational law, historic and philosophical bases of special education. Focus on 
the nature of pupils with range of disabilities, healthcare and instructional needs. Field observation required. 
Course meets State regulations: minimum requirement of three hours of study of autism.

15

•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Juanita Pope Case Study

0820*600
Introduction to Inclusive Early Intervention:  Infants/Toddlers:  Study philosophy, models, practice and 
research foundations of comprehensive, trans-disciplinary, family-centered, inclusive early intervention in 
natural environments. Best practices for the entire range of disabilities and severity levels. Roles of 
governmental agencies, significant legislation, and state regulations for the Early Intervention program.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0820*620
Inclusive Early Childhood Special Ed:  PreSchool thru Primary:  Study the best practice models of 
comprehensive, interdisciplinary, family-centered, and inclusive preschool, kindergarten and early primary 
interventions for young children with a wide range of disabilities, including all severity levels. Learn the roles 
of governmental agencies, significant legislation, and state regulations for ages three to seven.

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Individualized Education Plan

0820*710
Inclusive Cur, Meth, and Teaming in Infancy and Early Childhood:  Study adapting, modifying and evaluating 
curricula and methods. Learn motivational strategies to reduce inclusion barriers within developmental 
settings. Support all young children (birth-7) toward mastery of normal developmental sequences.

25
•KA11:  Additional Assessment/Differentiated Mini edTPA 
Lesson Plan

0820*720 Applied Behavioral Analysis & Positive Behavioral Support:  Introduction to principles and practices of 
applied behavioral analysis and positive behavioral support for infants and young children. Design, 
implement, and evaluate individualized behavioral programs; documentation for autism spectrum disorders. 
Explore multiple theoretical approaches, models, and facilitation strategies in providing emotional and social 
support.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Functional Behavioral 
Analysis and Behavior Intervention Plan

0814*730
Integrated Content for Early Childhood Education:  This course builds on prior coursework in math and 
literacy, and introduces content in science, the arts, and the social sciences, to provide the foundation for 
integration of these different content areas into authentic educational experiences for young children.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Integrated Content Unit 
Plan

0802*640
Emergent Lit in Early Childhood Ed:  Exploration and development of appropriate curricula and methods for 
early literacy development, infancy through second-grade. The early childhood teacher’s role in supporting 
home literacy learning: development and practice. Storytelling, reading, reading enrichment, remediation, 
spelling and writing skills for both native and non-native English Language learners.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments
0836*305 The Child with Special Needs:  Introduction to students with special needs and a historical perspective on 

special education. Topics include teaching resources, family involvement, referral and identification 
processes and Individual Education Plans. 

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA2:  Content Knowledge/Disability Awareness; 
Observation Report

0836*402 Social Studies & Critical Literacies in Childhood Education:  Study the major issues in social studies, and the 
technology component will include tools for creating concept maps, webs, and timelines. Develop integrated 
curriculum units that thematically tie together issues in social sciences and artistic resources. Key aspects 
involve writing inclusive history for children, critical analysis of children’s literature and textbooks, and life 
history research.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan; CWS Planning 
Indicators

0836*403 Teaching and Learning Mathematics-Childhood:  This course addresses the methodology of inquiry-based 
teaching of mathematical thought and content incorporating the teacher’s pedagogical skills and the child’s 
cognitive and general development. Integration of mathematics across subject areas and technology use are 
introduced.

25
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan; CWS Planning 
Indicators

0836*404 Teaching and Learning Science-Childhood:  Study the content of science for grades 1-6, inquiry and process 
skills used by students, and the methodology of science instruction. Emphasis is on New York State Learning 
Standards, appropriate assessment, technology, and professional resources. 25 hours of fieldwork is 
required.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan; CWS Planning 
Indicators

0836*406 Approaches to Literacy in Childhood Education I:  First of a two semester sequence of courses with focus on 
theory and application of best practices in literacy teaching and learning from pre-school through 
elementary grades. Students will learn foundations of literacy instruction and methods and materials for 
both reading and writing instruction. 

10
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan; CWS Planning 
Indicators

0836*407 Approaches to Literacy in Childhood Education II:  Second of a two semester sequence of courses with focus 
on theory and application of best practices in literacy teaching and learning from pre-school through 
elementary grades. Students will learn about organizing and differentiating instruction, using technology, 
and applying literacy across the curriculum.

25
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan; CWS Planning 
Indicators

0836*580 Service Learning and Composition:  Explore the theories underlying inquiry-based learning, service learning, 
and critical literacy. Examine theory in light of actual practice, and analyze successful models of inquiry and 
service learning projects through course readings as well as through fieldwork with area educations that 
enact service learning as part of their curriculums.

25

•No Key Assessment For This Course

0810*560 Managing Inclusive Environments:  Designed to introduce secondary teacher candidates to the legal and 
structural changes in the current educational landscape that permit the accommodation of students with 
special needs in general education classrooms and to study classroom management options that maximize 
learning and minimize distractions in inclusive secondary classrooms

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0809*511 Instruction and Assessment in English Education:  Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to New 
York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
English. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess students 
from different backgrounds and special needs.

50

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/ELA Curriculum

0809*611 Teaching Writing in the Sec Inclusive Classroom:  This course explores the teaching of writing through a 
writer’s workshop format. Topics addressed will include socio-cultural issues of language usage, composition 
theory and pedagogy, and teaching writing in context. Differentiation for special needs and second language 
learners is a focus.

25

•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Writing Portfolio

0809*513 Instruction and Assessment in Mathematics Education Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to 
New York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
mathematics. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess 
students from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0809*613 Teaching Math in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom:  Explore the 7-12 mathematics curricula with the 
assistance of local master teachers. Learn and interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching 
examples and demonstrations. The content areas of number concepts, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
data and statistics will be covered.

25 •KA7:  Additional Assessment/Conceptual & Analyzing 
student mathematical thinking
•KA8:  Additional Assessment/Planning with mathematics--
specific technology and instructional tools
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2.3.2 Breath, Depth and Coherence of Clinical Experience in Fieldwork
Course Title & Course Description Hours Assessments
0809*517 Instruction & Assessment in Science Education:Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to New 

York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
science. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess students 
from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25 •Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Two-week PBL-style unit 
framed both by a social issue related to science and an 
interdisciplnary (i.e. STEP or multiple-science) context

0809*617 Teaching Science in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom: Explore high school science curricula with the 
assistance of local master teachers. Learn to interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching 
examples and demonstrations. The content areas of earth science, biology, chemistry, physics and informal 
science learning/museum education will be utilized.

25 •KA4:  Assessment of Student Teaching/Safety/ethics 
quiz/student handout safety instructions, OSHA field-site 
evalutaion/remeidal action, observation/analysis of field-
site class in lesson using living organisms

0809*518 Instruction & Assessment in Social Studies Education:Study the curriculum and methods in accordance to 
New York State learning standards. Develop a constructive and critical perspective towards the teaching of 
Social Science. Engage in various modalities of learning how to integrate technology, teach and assess 
students from different backgrounds, and special needs.

25
•Professional Disposition Assessment
•KA6:  Additional Assessment/Lesson Plan

0809*618
Teaching Social Studies in the Secondary Inclusive Classroom: Explore the 7-12 social studies curricula with 
the assistance of local master teachers. Interact with the Regent’s curriculum and receive teaching examples 
and demonstrations. The content areas of world history and geography, United States history and 
government, participation in government, economics, and law-related education will be covered.

25

•KA3:  Ability to Plan Instruction/Unit Plan

0834*488
HED Practicum:  This course enables students who are not previously certified or those who are previously 
certified in a discipline other than health education to fulfill the New York State requirement of supervised 
participation in a school health education class prior to their student teaching. The student will work with 
and be evaluated by a cooperating teacher at the placement site.

100

•Professional Disposition Assessment

0834*792
Fieldwork Internship:  Be provided with a fieldwork placement to complete supervised observation hours.

100
•No Key Assessment For This Course

0852*469
Adapted Physical Education:  Introductory knowledge base and skills necessary to teach students with 
disabilities.

25
•No Key Assessment For This Course

0852*488*001
Practicum in Teaching:  Opportunity for fieldwork in teaching in elementary settings.

130
•No Key Assessment For This Course

0852*488*002
Practicum in Teaching:  Opportunity for fieldwork in teaching in secondary settings.

130
•No Key Assessment For This Course

Gr
ad

ua
te 0852*792

Internship:  Supervised field experience

130

•Professional Disposition Assessment
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